Community pharmacy in Australia: A health hub destination of the future.

Abstract

Background: Rates of chronic illness are rising in Australia and as medications are frequently used in the management of a range of chronic conditions, community pharmacists are in an ideal position to better assist these consumers. There is currently limited information as to how pharmacy can do this from the perspective of consumer health organizations, health advocates and professional support organizations.

Objectives: To explore new roles, opportunities and any associated barriers for community pharmacy to better assist consumers with chronic illnesses.

Methods: Representatives of non-government consumer health organizations (n=10) were interviewed from the key health priority areas emphasised by the Australian government. Health advocates (n=3), innovative health care professionals (n=4) and representatives of health care professional organizations (n=4) from pharmacy and medicine also participated. Interviews were analysed via thematic analysis.

Results: Twenty-one in-depth interviews were conducted. The core finding was the potential for community pharmacies to become a health hub destination, whereby pharmacy staff assist consumers with chronic conditions to: navigate the health system (e.g., provide information on support services), manage their medications, and provide health advocacy. Participants expressed their concern that consumers may not be aware of the breadth of the pharmacist’s expertise and that further collaboration is needed with non-government consumer health organizations and other health providers. Emphasis was placed on the improvement of the pharmacist’s current role, particularly in the area of medication advice and accessibility, with the current pharmacy remuneration model identified as a barrier to becoming a health hub destination.
Conclusion: The eventual progression towards a health hub destination was seen to be important to better assist consumers with chronic conditions. This focuses on a more proactive approach to care encompassing simple advice, referrals to consumer health organizations and ultimately, health advocacy. However, further research is required into how community pharmacy can become a health hub given that this is a new concept and there are existing professional barriers.
Introduction

The increasing prevalence of chronic illnesses is of global significance, causing an estimated 36 million deaths in 2008.\textsuperscript{1} Given that the majority of Australians reported the presence of one or more long term conditions in 2007-2008\textsuperscript{2}, and health expenditure exceeded $100 billion for the first time in this period,\textsuperscript{3} appropriate and effective delivery of health care for consumers with chronic illness is of paramount importance. Currently, many Australians regularly visit their community pharmacy for advice and to obtain medication to treat or relieve symptoms or prevent the progression of chronic conditions. As community pharmacy has been viewed as highly accessible,\textsuperscript{4, 5} pharmacists clearly have a role to play in improving the health care for these consumers.\textsuperscript{6} In particular, the pharmacy profession has been shifting towards care delivery that is more patient-centered,\textsuperscript{7} with pharmacists in many countries providing management programs for chronic conditions including asthma, arthritis, mental illness, diabetes, cardiovascular health and osteoporosis.\textsuperscript{8} In Australia, whilst community pharmacists are still focused on dispensing medication, they have also integrated a range of professional services into their practice such as medication reviews and disease-specific management programs.\textsuperscript{9} The expansion of the pharmacist’s role is strongly advocated by two peak pharmacy organizations in Australia,\textsuperscript{5, 10} and the suitability of pharmacists to provide professional services in the primary care setting is well articulated in the literature.\textsuperscript{4, 11} Previous studies have also shown that the provision of disease-specific services in community pharmacy is generally well received by users,\textsuperscript{12} due to the accessibility and convenience of these services.\textsuperscript{13}

Another key source of support for consumers with chronic conditions is consumer health organizations (e.g., Parkinson’s Australia, Alzheimer’s Australia). These organizations
provide psychosocial support and a range of informational resources to better enable consumers and their carers to manage their conditions. These groups are in a unique position to gain further understanding of what their consumer members need from the health system, including community pharmacy. Furthermore, these organizations may also refer their members to community pharmacy for additional services. Therefore, it would be valuable to seek their opinions of the role that community pharmacy can play to better assist the consumers they represent. However, there is limited information on the perceived role of community pharmacy from the perspective of consumer health organizations. One Australian report explored the views of consumer health organizations in relation to consumers’ experiences, expectations and needs of community pharmacy. Personalised service from the pharmacist and greater provision of medication information were key recommendations from the focus groups. Similarly, professional organizations, government bodies and consumer health organizations identified the need for improvements in relation to pharmacist engagement within the community, the level of privacy and provision of written and verbal information to support consumers.

Another Australian project reported that ‘community pharmacy may not be initially seen as part of the central strategy by patient support organizations.’

Despite the evolving role of the pharmacist in chronic disease management, they are underutilised as health care professionals. Although the reasons for underutilisation are complex, one very important issue is the lack of consumer awareness of the breadth of skills pharmacists have. Research suggests that consumers perceive the pharmacist’s primary role as medication providers, or mainly view the community pharmacy as a place to purchase quality medications. One Australian study has also corroborated the belief that the core function of a pharmacy is the provision of medicine and advice, highlighting the limited
awareness of consumers and consumers advocates (e.g., support group representatives) about the services offered by community pharmacy. There is clearly a misalignment between how consumers (and their advocates) view the pharmacist’s role and what pharmacists can actually offer.

Given that the Australian government has emphasised the management of chronic illness as a strategic priority area, there is a significant opportunity for community pharmacy to be of greater assistance to these consumers. However, considering the lack of knowledge about the role of community pharmacy, it is necessary to first understand the perspectives of those who will influence the utilisation of such services in the future (i.e., non-government consumer health organizations, health advocates and health care professional organizations). Consequently this raises the question: how can community pharmacy better assist consumers with chronic illness to manage their condition(s)?

The aim of this exploratory study was to identify the views of key stakeholders (i.e., individuals representing non-government consumer health organizations and health advocates) with respect to the role of community pharmacy in supporting consumers with chronic illness(s). The study also sought to identify the opportunities and barriers for community pharmacy in chronic illness management from the viewpoints of health care professional organizations from pharmacy and medicine. Furthermore, the themes identified will be used to develop an interview guide for a much larger study involving consumers with chronic illness(s) and carers.

Method

Study design
A list of non-government consumer health organizations, health care professional organizations, health advocates and innovative health care professionals were obtained by the following methods: prior researcher knowledge from working in the health sector, discussion with a Reference Group comprising of members with knowledge in the field and recommendations from study participants. Additional participants were also identified during the completion of the in-depth interviews via a snowball sampling strategy. As both non-government consumer and professional organizations are nationally recognized, additional contact details were obtained from the internet. Innovative health professionals were identified as leaders in their field who also had extensive experience in organizational and pharmacy practice.

Consumer health organizations were purposively selected as representing the following disease groups: arthritis, asthma, diabetes, cancer, mental health and cardiovascular health. These health areas have been identified as high priority by the Australian Government as they contribute to significant morbidity, mortality or both. Up to two people participated from each selected organization to facilitate exploration of different perspectives within the organization. These perspectives included policy development (e.g. CEO/board member) or program implementation (e.g. program officer). Health advocates were drawn from organizations and innovative individuals that supported culturally and linguistically diverse (CALD) communities, carers and health consumers. Health care professionals were selected from peak organizations representing medicine and pharmacy.

Researchers initially contacted the CEO of each organization (via phone and email) to identify if the organization would be interested in participating in the study and the individual(s) that would best represent their views/interests. In some instances, individuals were contacted to participate directly (e.g., Health advocates and individuals recommended by the Reference Group and study participants).
Semi-structured interviews were used, giving stakeholders the opportunity to express their opinion(s) and experiences, enabling exploration of a number of areas: concerns related to the management of a chronic illness and medication use that community pharmacy could assist with, views of the current and future role(s) of community pharmacy and potential barriers in developing these role(s). An interview guide (Table 1) was developed after reviewing the literature, piloted with a past senior member of a consumer health organization, discussed and further refined by the project team prior to the commencement of the interviews. The interview guide was further modified as the interviews progressed to enable exploration of new information.

Procedure

On confirmation of an individual’s verbal agreement to participate, the study information sheet and interview guide were emailed to each key stakeholder. Two researchers (SM, AS) from different health backgrounds (pharmacy and public health) conducted semi-structured interviews with participants between January and March 2012. Informed consent was obtained from all participants prior to the commencement of the interview and their confidentiality was assured. All interviews were recorded and transcribed verbatim by the interviewers (SM and AS), who also conducted peer-debriefing sessions. This started an informal coding process, enabling the research team to familiarise themselves with the data and inform changes to the interview guide. The study received ethical approval from a University Human Research Ethics Committee (PHM/12/11/HREC).

Data analysis

The interview questions pertaining to this study was independently analysed by an experienced researcher (SM) using thematic analysis, a common approach used to analyse
qualitative data in health care research. The researcher had a pharmacy background, however tried to utilise an inductive approach by not engaging with the literature prior to data analysis. As the study aimed to explore an under-researched area, a semantic approach to thematic analysis was used to provide a description of the entire data set. This method of analysis would also enable the researchers to identify important themes for future exploration. Once familiar with the data from reading and re-reading the transcripts, the researcher used the electronic qualitative data analysis package QSR NVIVO to organise the data into broad codes. Further categorisation of these codes occurred in the next stage of the analysis. To ensure credibility and trustworthiness of the data, in-depth discussions were undertaken with two other researchers (AS, FK) around the analysis process and findings, thus verifying the researcher’s judgement. Written transcripts were also returned to some participants to ensure that their perspectives were truly represented. Interviews continued until data saturation was achieved (i.e. no new themes were identified). Although the participants were from different organisations, they all came from a health background and were advocates for better health care. In this respect, participants could be classified as a relatively homogenous group. Furthermore, rich data was obtained from each interview, which facilitated reaching data saturation. Data for all participants were analysed with the following identifiers used for participant quotations: a non-government consumer health organization representative (CHO), innovative health care professional/representative of a health care professional organization (HCP) or a health advocate/consultant (HA).

Results

Study participants
Participants \( (n=21) \) included three board members (policy development) and seven personnel (program implementation) from non-government consumer health organizations (CHO), with two of these participants representing a culturally and linguistically diverse (CALD) organization. Three consumer health advocates (HA) were recruited including two consumer health organization representatives and an individual not aligned with a particular organization. Three representatives of pharmacy organizations, a representative from a medical organization and four innovative practitioners (HCP) also participated. Eleven participants were from Queensland and 10 from other Australian states. Interviews were undertaken at a time and place convenient for participants, either face-to-face \( (n=10) \) or via telephone \( (n=11) \). The interview duration averaged 64 minutes (range 42 to 84 minutes).

**Themes**

Three main themes emerged from the data and were interconnected: the pharmacist’s current role, pharmacy as a health hub and barriers for expanding role(s) (Figure 1).

![Figure 1: Key themes to emerge from the data](image)
Pharmacist’s current role

Although the interviews were primarily focused on how community pharmacy and its staff can better assist consumers, all participants alluded to the current role that pharmacy plays in this area. Three key themes emerged in relation to this: accessibility, advice and product supply and improvement and extension of the pharmacist’s role.

Some participants discussed that consumers viewed community pharmacists as highly accessible health professionals in terms of cost and location, particularly as there was no consultation fee involved. In addition, the approachability of pharmacists was discussed in terms of being easy to talk to, with participants acknowledging that some consumers may feel more comfortable talking to a pharmacist than a GP. One participant commented on the neutrality of the pharmacy as a health destination, where consumers could freely discuss concerns with the pharmacist without perceived risk of serious repercussions:

...I think there’s a lot of personality that comes into play in your relationship with your doctor...I think that sometimes there’s a fear of speaking openly.... I think that the pharmacy provides a neutral place where they can go in and they can say well; this is what they told me I have to take. Can you tell me how it goes? (CHO_13).

Pharmacists were also available for medication and health care advice without an appointment. This was emphasised by representatives from consumer organizations when discussing the difficulty in obtaining a doctor’s appointment. However, interviewees also acknowledged that pharmacists were not accessible if they were predominantly focused on dispensing prescriptions:
They're not. How can they be when they're two counters back, banging away on the keyboard. If you asked for the pharmacist, yeah, they'll come out when they're ready. But if they're busy, I'm too busy; I haven't got time (HCP_9).

Comments were consistent with the general view that the pharmacist’s primary role was to dispense medications and provide medication advice. Some participants also discussed how pharmacists use their knowledge to clarify if a doctor’s appointment was necessary and to provide non-prescription medication. However, health care professionals in particular perceived room for improvement in the pharmacist’s medication supply and management role:

All I see is the pharmacy being a stockist of the products that I need to buy... They really don’t provide any advice at all for my conditions. Most of the time I'm interacting with a pharmacy assistant who doesn’t really have a clue... (HCP_09).

...the only thing that they ever ask you is, would you like the cheaper brand?...There's a huge opportunity to do it better (HCP_21).

This need for role improvement was also particularly expressed by a NGO representative, who raised concerns that pharmacists are inconsistent in providing medication information to consumers:

...even though there was mandated stuff brought in and they're paid money to do it...pharmacists are not complying with the provision of CMI [consumer medicines information] and that is critical if we're going to manage a chronic disease (CHO_14).
However, the majority of participants discussed the value of more recent extensions to the traditional pharmacist supply role such as home medication reviews (HMRs) and dose administration aids for the community. Participants commented on how well pharmacists were providing such professional services, including medication deliveries. The following participant emphasizes the value of pharmacists in taking a holistic approach to a medication supply role:

> So your pharmacists that deliver the drugs, I think are wonderful, because they’re a different face coming into the house. They know who’s in the house, and how the house is looking and how the person is looking.... (HA_17).

In consideration of the pharmacist’s knowledge and training, the need for extending their role to assist in improving health care for consumers with chronic conditions was discussed in further detail:

> ...we’re overtrained and undervalued... we probably are out of all of the health professions the most overtrained for what we currently get the opportunity to do (HCP_5).

**Pharmacy as a health hub**

A key theme to emerge in relation to extending the role of the pharmacist was the strong belief in the value of the community pharmacy becoming a health hub; a health care destination that involved more than just the provision of medication advice:

> ...it's not just about the drugs, it's about supporting them to lose weight...to do more exercise, to eat more proper foods and all the rest of it...this concept of being a health...
hub, being seen as what I call the health coach, needs to be part of the future of community pharmacy (HCP_7).

For the consumer to register with them [pharmacist], and work out a management care plan and have the pharmacist monitor their signs and their symptoms as part of their self-management plan (S1C_016).

This model of care could address some of the gaps in the health care system identified by participants:

…it can certainly be considered a kind of across the board issue, in terms of CALD [cultural and linguistically diverse] communities not knowing what is available and where to get that information (CHO_20_participant 2)

The services that clients are accessing are quite varied and disjointed… I think sometimes the GPs [general practitioner] become quite overwhelmed at the number of services that are out there and not knowing what they do. So it’s difficult to get them to refer. (HCP_11).

The above quotes demonstrate that consumers need assistance in accessing non-government consumer health organizations and health care professionals, as the health system can be viewed as complex and disjointed. Therefore, participants identified that there was a need for pharmacists to assist consumers in the following areas, as attributes of a health hub concept: health care system navigation (signposting), medication management and health advocacy.

There was an acknowledgment amongst participants that consumers find it difficult to navigate the health system and to identify the support services and health professionals they
individually require. Community pharmacies as accessible health care destinations could address this issue from two perspectives: a clinical triage role to other health care professionals and a more holistic approach by connecting consumers to non-government consumer health organizations for psychosocial support. This would include raising awareness of various health services and actively connecting consumers to these services within the health system.

...having them as a referral base to not just the GP, but to other ancillary services...(HCP_11).

*There's a role that I think the community pharmacy can and should play in assisting in connecting people up. It's that point I mentioned before about navigating the system. I think we would strongly encourage community pharmacy to see itself as part of an interconnected system, and to play a role in connecting people with diabetes to the other things that might be useful for them* (CHO_15).

...you know linking them with services, linking them with information and really raising awareness around things. *Providing them with information about adherence to their medications...* (CHO_19)

There was a strong emphasis that medication use reviews (other than home medicines reviews (HMRs), which are conducted by accredited pharmacists within the consumer’s home) should be a service provided in the pharmacy as part of a health hub. This was identified as a strategy to address medication confusion, especially around generic versus branded medications. There was also consensus for pharmacists to continue to provide medication counselling, particularly for consumers taking multiple medications.
(polypharmacy) or those newly diagnosed:

…the pharmacist is ideally placed to be questioning the person about all of the medications that they are taking, so as they are filling a script for something, they should be having a bit of a chat to them… you know particularly older people polypharmacy is a huge deal (CHO_3).

…if I hear something from my doctor, but it didn't really register because I was kind of in shock and the doctor has given me a prescription and says, here go down to the pharmacy. I need the pharmacist then to be able to reinforce those messages (CHO_12).

Acting as a health advocate was also viewed as a natural extension of the medication management role, whereby the pharmacist can optimise the quality use of medicines whilst ensuring that consumers are satisfied with their overall health care. This can also encompass individualised and empowering care by supporting consumers to self-manage their condition(s).

…do I really need that medicine? If I do, what is the absolute minimum dose and the minimum amount of time I need to take that medicine…I think it’s possible that pharmacists…could play a role in helping people ask those questions of their prescribers, and possibly could even advocate on behalf of people who come into the pharmacy and deal directly with the doctor (HA_18).

They really want the health professional, and this would equally apply to community pharmacy, to not just, say, focus on their biomedical measure like their blood glucose
level, but how are they going and how are they coping and what are the issues for them and what are their needs? (S1C_015)

Barriers for role expansion

Participants acknowledged that there were structural and societal barriers facing community pharmacy in terms of becoming a health hub, with the current remuneration model identified as the over-arching barrier.

Participants expressed that pharmacists are concerned with the supply of commercial products because the pharmacy is primarily a business, and the current environment typically had unsuitable space for professional services such as counselling. This was particularly discussed by participants not representing a consumer organization:

...there’s that commercial aspect of it. That’s a priority and that’s important for them. They’re not necessarily government funded to come out and discuss case by case issues (HCP_11).

The lack of privacy was also discussed as an influential factor as to whether consumers would seek advice from community pharmacy. Innovative practitioners and health care professional organisation representatives also emphasised that in the past, there was no real push to change the current pharmacy model, which focused on product supply and prescription volume. One participant highlighted the difficulty in changing the culture:

....I think it's been too easy to make money the other way. I think change is hard. I think it takes courage... and I think there’s some things that pharmacists are frightened of (HCP_021).
Further to this, there was also discussion about the unsustainability of community pharmacy as it stands. The recent regulations requiring price disclosure in Australia and a potential decline in revenue for the supply of generic prescription medications may be the catalyst needed for change:

....people are starting to feel the financial pressure with the retail model; because the government has made reforms around the PBS [Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme] and the remuneration model for purely supply... (HCP_5).

Although the various attributes of a health hub destination were discussed by participants, there was also acknowledgment of the simple need for the pharmacist to step out of the dispensary to engage and become more proactive with health consumers. One participant also discussed the possibility of utilising pharmacy assistants to provide medication education to consumers after further training in this role:

...as long as the pharmacy assistants...had good training and they had the support of the pharmacist... to be doing it as part of their role, I think actually they could still do quite a good job (CHO_8).

Another barrier raised by participants was the lack of coordinated care between pharmacists and other health care professionals. One interviewee attributed this to the current pharmacy model where community pharmacists worked in a silo and there was limited opportunity to contribute to multidisciplinary teams:
I think pharmacy, especially community pharmacy, very much works in a silo. It's not all their fault...it's the way the system sort of has developed....There needs to be more information flow between health professionals, including pharmacists... (HCP_21).

A lack of communication or engagement with other health care professionals may negatively impact on their perception of the role that pharmacists can play. The implementation of personally controlled electronic health records, which was recently launched in Australia²⁹, was identified as one way to improve this communication and delivery of health care by interviewees.

Interviewees acknowledged that a challenge facing the pharmacy profession was that some consumers were unsure of what pharmacists could do other than supply medication. Consumers lacked the confidence to ask for medication advice and did not want to be seen as a bother:

...I think the key area about managing the conditions is for consumers to feel confident, have the knowledge and the skills that it's okay to go in and ask for a review of your medicines by the pharmacist....(CHO_14).

Although consumers needed to be more proactive in seeking help, it was suggested that pharmacists should promote their professional skills and engage further with consumers to address this barrier.

Discussion

This study set out to explore the perspectives of non-government consumer health
organizations and health advocates as to how community pharmacy can better assist consumers with chronic illness. Overall the core finding of this study was the potential for community pharmacies to move beyond medication supply and become a health hub destination that assisted consumers with chronic conditions across three key domains: health care system navigation, medication management and eventually, health advocacy. Although the shift for pharmacy to provide professional health services has been emphasised both nationally and internationally, the notion that they could provide consumer support to navigate the health system and act as health advocates broadens the patient-centred approach to care. Barriers associated with an extended health care role were also discussed and reinforce those reported in the literature.

Participants emphasised the accessibility of pharmacy, because many consumers use the pharmacy as a primary point of contact. Furthermore, pharmacies were identified as a neutral health care destination, providing independent advice and support to consumers. However, the importance of privacy and confidentiality to deliver professional services was emphasised, with participants agreeing that it was imperative for pharmacy to designate appropriate areas for this purpose. This is in line with existing research; lack of privacy and the capacity for confidential conversations are potential barriers for community pharmacists to better assist consumers with new services or medication and health information counselling. Considering that some chronic conditions are sensitive in nature, or consumers may regard their condition/s as such, privacy and confidentiality are important matters.

Innovative practitioners and representatives of health professional organizations also acknowledged that pharmacists are underutilised health professionals, a finding which has
been previously reported.\textsuperscript{18,37} Furthermore, it was evident that there is a current disconnect in the health system, with participants emphasizing the difficulties for consumers to find the resources, support and services they need. This was identified as a particular problem when first diagnosed with a condition. Furthermore, this gap in the health system was recently highlighted in an Australian study that also interviewed community based service providers.\textsuperscript{24} Our study identified that pharmacists are ideally placed to address this disconnect in the health system by navigating (or signposting) consumers from two perspectives: to other health professionals in a clinical triage role and to non-government consumer health organizations, thereby providing a more holistic approach to care. This can be viewed as complementary to the pharmacist’s current role in the provision of medication advice. As consumers may have difficulty recalling information from medical consultations, and the degree of information understood at initial diagnosis may be reduced due to increased emotional status,\textsuperscript{38} the pharmacist’s role in re-capping information is critically important. Our findings corroborate research, which reports that pharmacists are often sought to reinforce or clarify directions.\textsuperscript{37} GPs have also acknowledged that due to time constraints, the community pharmacist may be better placed to reinforce medication information.\textsuperscript{32}

However, participants also acknowledged that there were aspects of their current role that pharmacists needed to improve on, such as the provision of consumer medicines information (CMI) leaflets. This is not the first call for pharmacists to improve this service.\textsuperscript{17,44} Low rates of CMI leaflet supply by community pharmacists have been identified, particularly for repeat prescription items where the consumer had previously used the medication.\textsuperscript{44} If community pharmacies are to become a health hub destination, it is vital that pharmacists have the time to provide CMIs and medication counselling tailored to the needs of the customer, as well as any additional information (e.g., health promotion).
Community pharmacists in Great Britain and New Zealand (NZ) have extended their contribution by conducting medication use reviews (MURs).\textsuperscript{32,39} This has been identified as a positive role for community pharmacists by NZ GP’s, with the pharmacist’s medication knowledge being utilised to increase patient understanding and medication adherence.\textsuperscript{32} Therefore, the pharmacist is a suitable health professional to emphasise and tailor counselling for the consumer and participants in our study suggested that pharmacists could extend their current role by conducting medication reviews. The information gathered from these consultations could result in the pharmacist advocating on behalf of the person and ensuring the quality use of medications. Indeed, the novel concept of pharmacists undertaking a health advocacy role was also identified in a recent study exploring the integration of Australian pharmacist in GP practices.\textsuperscript{40} This role is consistent with current professional practice standards, which states that the pharmacist ‘accepts responsibility for advocating on behalf of consumers consistent with the professional role and expertise of the pharmacist.’\textsuperscript{41} Although medication reviews such as HMRs are conducted by accredited pharmacists in Australia, it is an opportune time for community pharmacists to progress towards a health advocacy role by introducing medication reviews such as the MedsCheck program into their practice.\textsuperscript{42} This service is similar to MURs, with pharmacists remunerated for reviewing and discussing the consumer’s medications, providing medication and lifestyle related education and developing an individual action plan.\textsuperscript{43} Pharmacists are required to designate a private area for MedsCheck consultations and ensure they have the time to perform them.\textsuperscript{43} The importance of changes to policy and the practice environment in order for MURs to reach their full potential in improving consumer understanding of their medications has been highlighted in a recent study.\textsuperscript{39}
information was provided by participants as to how the profession can move towards this goal. Furthermore, participants identified that there were multiple barriers facing pharmacists to improve care and become a health hub, including the current model of practice. It was acknowledged by an innovative health care professional that some Australian community pharmacists may be anxious of change and are supportive of the current model, a finding consistent with the literature.\textsuperscript{34} Similarly, this has been reflected in New Zealand research; pharmacists recognised the need to embrace change and incorporate further services into their role but were still supportive of the status quo.\textsuperscript{45} Given the challenges facing pharmacists to expand their role(s), the current tasks undertaken by pharmacy assistants may be easier to change. One interviewee in our study promoted the idea of utilising pharmacy assistants to provide further information, as long as they were trained appropriately. We propose that the current strain placed on the pharmacist’s time could potentially be reduced if pharmacy assistants extended their roles. Alternatively, mandatory accreditation of pharmacy technicians, as seen in Great Britain,\textsuperscript{46} would allow technicians to focus on dispensing tasks, enabling the pharmacist to deliver other health services.

Of concern is that non-government consumer health organizations perceived that some consumers may lack the confidence to seek the pharmacist’s advice. Furthermore, they may be unaware of the breadth of the pharmacist’s expertise beyond the supply of medication, which is consistent with existing knowledge.\textsuperscript{12, 13, 18, 19, 47} Our study confirms that further promotion of the pharmacist’s role is needed for the entire community. However, a recent paper ascertained that Scottish consumers were inclined to seek professional services from their GP, and an increase in service uptake did not follow on from an increased knowledge of pharmacy services.\textsuperscript{47} The authors proposed that this could be due to: a level of uncertainty of pharmacists training, privacy concerns, and perception of a better relationship
with their GP who has a broader understanding of their medical history\textsuperscript{47}. However, there are notable differences between the Australian and British health systems; further research is needed to determine if these results apply in the Australian context. For example, there is no GP consultation fee and consumers predominantly register with one GP surgery in Great Britain, which could promote rapport and trust development. The pharmacist is more accessible to Australian consumers who are required to make a co-payment to see a non-bulk billing GP. The authors suggested that to increase the utilisation of pharmacy services, pharmacists need to obtain support from GPs.\textsuperscript{47} As GPs have raised concerns about fragmentation of care resulting from consumers alternatively accessing health services via pharmacies,\textsuperscript{32} it is critical that pharmacists engage collaboratively with the primary care team.\textsuperscript{18} We also recommend that pharmacists discuss the provision of services within the pharmacy setting and communicate with the consumer’s network of health care professionals as noted in the interviews. A collaborative relationship between primary care providers is necessary, and it has been acknowledged that a team-based approach is an important attribute of the Chronic Care Model.\textsuperscript{48} In addition, there is the potential for e-health records to improve the co-ordination of services.\textsuperscript{34} When implementing pharmacy services, the current study suggests that this collaborative approach should extend to non-government consumer health organizations, as consumers with chronic conditions will often seek their advice and support. These organizations can advise and refer them to their local pharmacy and vice versa.

The majority of participants who commented on remuneration identified that this should occur for pharmacists to provide further professional services. Although participants from non-government consumer health organizations appeared to have limited knowledge of the pharmacy system (i.e., more system/professional barriers were discussed by health care
professionals), some participants still identified a need for remuneration. A recent international systematic review identified that remuneration was not a barrier for the provision of public health services such as health promotion and smoking cessation counselling. However, others have identified that remuneration is a facilitator to practice change, indicating that remuneration may be a requirement for more extensive clinical services such as medication reviews and counselling. This is emphasised by the pharmacy practice incentives funded by the Australian Government Department of Health and Ageing since 2011. There are new opportunities for community pharmacists to be remunerated for services currently delivered in pharmacy (e.g., dose administration aids, staged supply, community services support and clinical interventions) and novel initiatives (e.g., primary health care and working with others). These initiatives indicate an exciting time for community pharmacy in Australia, signifying that the health hub concept is a vision of the not too distant future.

Limitations

We sought a variety of opinions from representatives of key organizations; however we employed purposive sampling and obtained a small number of participants, including only health professionals representing the disciplines of pharmacy and medicine. As such, the findings may not reflect the views of all non-government consumer health organizations, health professionals or health advocates. Furthermore, no distinction was made between individual practitioners and those representing organizations when organizing the data and extensive analysis between the three groups could not be conducted. As an exploratory study, an aim was to identify general themes to inform the development of an interview guide. Therefore, comparisons between the groups were not made. Considering the lack of literature in this area, further research is needed. Although there is an increased risk of bias
due to the reliance of self-reported data from participants when representing whole organizations, this was identified as the most effective way to collect the information. As some of the interviewees were located interstate or preferred to conduct the interview by phone, the lack of non-verbal cues may have adversely influenced the data collection process.

**Conclusion**

This study confirms the need for pharmacists to extend their health care role in chronic illness management; a need emphasised by professional pharmacy organizations over the last decade. Pharmacists can better support consumers with chronic illness by assisting them to navigate a disconnected health system in two ways: via a clinical triage role by referring consumers to health care professionals, and recommending non-government consumer health organizations with an emphasis on a holistic approach to care. Furthermore, participants proposed for community pharmacists to ultimately extend their roles in medication management and advice towards health advocacy.

While funded practice initiatives have been recently introduced by the Australian government, further support and policy guidance is needed if community pharmacists are to incorporate these roles into daily practice. Furthermore, the pharmacy profession needs to actively promote their expertise and roles to consumers, and collaboratively work with health care professionals and non-government consumer health organizations. Additionally, there is a clear need for investigation into how community pharmacy can address the barriers identified by interviewees. Whilst participants were clear about the major issues for change, they were less clear about the ‘how to’ change. Although multiple challenges arose from the interviews, this study demonstrates that there is a strong belief that community pharmacy can proceed in the right direction by becoming a health hub destination of the future.
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Table 1: Interview guide regarding community pharmacy *

How do your members currently use community pharmacy to help them manage their chronic illness(s)?

What is the [organization/individual] perspective on the role that community pharmacies currently have in the management of consumers with chronic illness(s)?

Can you describe the types of services that community pharmacy currently provide for health consumers to support them to manage their chronic illness(s)?

Can you tell me how the role of community pharmacy in assisting consumers with chronic illness(s) has evolved?

Do your members comment about problems or concerns that consumers with chronic illness(s) have with their medication(s) for their chronic illness(s)?

What are some of the main problems or concerns that you think consumers with chronic illness(s) have?

How could community pharmacy help your members to manage their chronic illness(s)?

What is [insert organization/individual]’s perspective on the role that community pharmacy could have in the management of consumers with chronic illness in the future?

What types of services do you see community pharmacy providing in the future to better support health consumer to manage their chronic illness(s)?

What issues do you think community pharmacy might face in moving towards new models of care or services to support consumers with management of chronic illness(s)?

*These questions are a guide only. The interview framework was altered for each participant depending on their position and background.
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